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3 Locaties in uw favorieten 

 by Scott S   

d.b.a. 

"Live Music and Lovely Lagers"

Fancy good music and a cold beer at the end of your day? Head to d.b.a.,

where they host live performances and serve draft beer, Belgian draft

beer, and hand-drawn ales. There is also a wine list, a whiskey list and a

brandy list. The amount of liquor served here is mind-boggling. If you're

there for the live music, you won't be disappointed.

 +1 504 942 3731  www.dbaneworleans.com/  618 Frenchman Street, New Orleans LA

 by Infrogmation of New

Orleans   

The Avenue Pub 

"Great Food and Chilled Drinks"

Avenue Pub has a menu to fulfill food cravings at anytime of the day or

night — very convenient for this on-the-run city life. This local flavored pub

offers a nice selection of drafts and food, with a jukebox and pool table

providing the entertainment. Here you will always find interesting locals

and the occasional tourists, all having a good time in this delightful haunt.

Sit by the windows facing the Saint Charles Avenue and watch the world

go by while you sip on a chilled drink and a meal. It doesn't get much

more refreshing than this.

 +1 504 586 9243  theavenuepub.com/  1732 Saint Charles Avenue, New

Orleans LA

 by Ann Larie Valentine   

Mimi's in the Marigny 

"Raise a Toast"

Raise your glasses to a toast at Mimi's in the Marigny. If the mention of

calamari with chorizo, garlic and cream, mushroom manchego toast with

sherry cream mushrooms or grilled pork tenderloin makes your mouth

water, don't think twice about coming here. Walk into Mimi's, who's chefs

are culinary magicians. Try the cold tapas menu; Spanish cheeses with

roasted red peppers, or Jamon Iberico con Pimiento (ham and red peppers

on toast) are always delicious. Follow it up with dessert while enjoying the

melody of live local music.

 +1 504 872 9868  mimisinthemarigny@hotmail.com  2601 Royal Street, New Orleans LA
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